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Vinyl siding ca门 look very similar to wood lap siding , but it doesn't require regular upkeep. Vinyl can be in
stalled 0门 any type and style of house 

Installing Vinyl Siding 
trim , fl uted linea怡， vertical columns , crown mold 
ing , and band boards. The most common vi nyl 
sid ing is ho rizo门ta ll ap siding , which is shown 
start ing on page 11 8. This project shows using a 
foam underlayment, which reduces outs ide 
noise , protects the siding from dents , and adds 
an insulation value. Vert ical vinyl siding is also 
availab le. l1's specific副 Iy made for vertical appli 
cations. Pages 124 to 125 show how th is type of 
VI 门yl siding is installed . Vinyl shakes are another 
type of vinyl sid ing , and that installation is shown 
on pages 126 to 127. 

Vinyl has become one of the most popular sidings 
due to its low cost , un iform appearance , and 
maintenance-free durabi lity. Installation is fa irly 
simple , with each row locking onto the lip of the 
underlying course , then nailed along the top. 

丁here are a couple of key factors that wil l make 
or break your siding project. First , the sheathing 
must be straight and so lid before the siding is 
applied. The siding will 0门 Iy look as straight and 
smooth as the wal l it's on . Second , determine 
how the sid ing should overlap to hide the seams 
from the main traffic patterns. This usually means 
starting in the back and working toward the front 
of the house Everything You Need 

Tools: hamm凹， circular saw or radial喃arm saw, 

clamps , tape measure , string , straightedge , uti lity 
knife , aviation snips , level , chalk line , framing 
square , nail slot punch , zip-Iock tool , snaplock 
punch, caulk gun 

00 not nai l the siding tight to the house. The 
panels need to slide back and forth as they ex
pand and contract with changes in the tempera
ture. If the siding can 't move , it will bow, a门d wi ll 
need to be reinstalled. Keep a )62" gap betweE) n 
the head of the nail and the siding . Materials: vinyl siding , J-channel , corner posts , 

undersill , starter strip , nails , cutting table , safety 
glasses, silicone caulk 

Vinyl siding is available in a wide variety of colors 
and styles , and with a lot of accessories , such as 
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Tips fo r Cutting Vinyl Siding 

--‘ Use a fine-tooth blade installed backward in the 
saw to cut vinyl siding . Use a radial -arm saw or a cir
cular saw, and move the blade slowly through the sid
ing. Always wear safety glasses when cutting sid ing . 

Tips fo r Using Specialty Tools 

A snaplock punch is used to make raised tabs , or 
dimples , in a cut edge of siding where the nailing 
helm has been removed . This eliminates the need to 
face nail the pa门 el
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Support the siding on a cutting table when cutting 
Vinyl siding is too flimsy to be placed across saw 
horses without support . You can build a cutting table 
by fastening a long piece of scrap plywood between 
two sawhorses. 

A nail slot punch is used to make horizontal nail 
slots in the face of panels. It ca门 also be used to add 
or elongate the opening of an existing nail slot to 
match irregular stud spacing 
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How to Install Vinyl Siding 
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1 |nsta||housewwo||owi门gi时叫lons on 问es
114 to 115. Identify the lowest corner of the house 

that has sheathing , and partially drive a nail 1 ~" 
above the bottom edge of the sheathing. Run a level 
str ing to the opposite corner of the wall and partially 
drive a nail . 00 this arou门d the entire house . Snap 
chalk lines between the nails. 

Option : Install vinyl siding underlayment on the 
house , using cap 门ails . Align the bottom of the under
layment with the starting strip . To cut panels to size , 
score them with a utility kni怡 ， then break them over 
your cutting table . Some panels need to be taped at 
the seams. Follow manufactur凹 ' s recommendations 
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2 阳e阳op 创叫9伊e of州t阳h怆叫e st叫 str叩ip闪川a创|叫阳
chalk line and nail every 10". Nail in the center of 

the slots and don 't nail tight to the house . Keep a y." 
gap between strips , and leave space at the corners 
for a 汤" gap between starter strips and cor门er posts 

3 :门stall a corner 川，叫ng a y." gap between 
the top of the post and the soffi t. Extend the bot-

tom of the post )矿 below the bottom of the starter 
strip . Drive a nail at the top end of the uppermost slot 
0门 each side of the post (the post hangs from these 
nails) Make sure the post is plumb on both sides , us
ing a level. Secure the post by driving nails every 8" 
to 12" in the center of the slots. Do not nail the post 
tight. Install the other posts the same way 
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4 |fmoManonecO「阳 P仙S 门时ed to span 
the length of a corner , the upper post overlaps 

the lower post. For an outside corner post, cut off 1" 
from the naili 门9 flanges on the bottom edge of the 
top post. For an inside corner post , cut off 1" from the 
nailing flange on the upper edge of the bottom post 
Overlap the posts by %", leaving ;;." for expansion 

6川e top 川e wln阳， measu时etween 阳
outside edges of the side J-channels and cut a 

piece of J-channel to fit. Cut a 矿 tab at each end. 
Bend the tabs down to form a drip edge. Miter cut the 
face at each end at 450. Center the J-channel over 
the window and nail it in place. The top J-channel 
overlaps the side pieces , and the drip edges fit i 门side
the side pieces. Do this for each window and door 

5 ~臼m叫S趴u盯川川O川a创nn附1
|阳ength of a w川indow plus the widt怕h of the J-chan 1 

nel. Place one of the J-cha门 nels against the side of 
the window, aligning the bottom edge with the bottom 
edge of the window. Nail the channel in place. Nail 
the second J-channel against the opposite side of 
the window the same way 
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7 Meas毗叫 a川stall 川a叫 along 阳
gable ends. Nail the channels every 8" to 12". To 

overlap J-channels , cut 1" from the 门 aili 门9 hem 
Overlap the channels %", leaving ;;." for expansion . At 
the gable peak, cut one channel at an angle to butt 
against the peak. Miter the channel on the opposite 
side to overlap the first chan门 el

(continued next page) 
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How to Install Vinyl Siding (continued) 

e~ 

8 TO lmta||J伽nnωera叫ine ， snap a chalk 
line along the roof flashing , W' above the roof. 

Align the bottom edge of the J-channel along the 
chalk line , and nail the cha门 nel in place. Make sure 
the channel does not make direct contact with the 
shing les 

10 MeastJUM1dinsta||U巾创11 along 阳
U horizontal eaves on the house. If more than one 

undersill is 门eeded ， cut the naili门9 hem 1 1." from the 
end of one undersill . Overlap the undersills by 1 ". 
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9 Measm 叫 a川stall 川dersi阳门eath 臼a
window. The undersill should be flush with the 

outside lip of the side cha门 nels

11 snapMO州9 leg川e bottom of 阳时
panel onto the starter strip , making sure it's se

curely locked in place. Keep a 1." gap between the 
end of the panel and the cor门er post. Nail the panel a 
minimum of every 16" on ce门ter . Don't drive the nails 
tight. Note: This installation shows a vinyl siding u门

derlayment in place 



12 0ve邮阳els b扒 11 ， C川叫S川
cut edge is the one that's visible. Keep nails at 

least 6" from the end of panels to allow for smooth 
overlap. Do not overlap panels directly under a win
dow 

14川ose s仰以阴阳 a川怆「川rus lons ，
create a seam at the obstacle. Begin with a 

门ew panel to avoid extra seams. Cut an opening 
;;." larger than the obstacle , plan门 ing for a 1" overlap 
of siding. Match the shape and contour as closely as 
possible. Fit the panels together around the obstruc
tion and nail in place 

13 阳e the second 川 over the first , snap川‘, the locking leg into the lock of the u门derlying
panels. Leave Y." gap at corners and J-channels. In
stall subsequent rows , staggering seams at least 24" 
unless separated by more tha门 three rows. Check 
every several rows for level. Make adjustments in 
slight increme门怡 ， if necessary 

15 P|acemo叫9 blocks arou 门d叫ts ， lights ‘, and doorbe创|川|怡s . Assemble the base around the 
fixtu 阻， making sure it's level , and nail in place. Instail 
siding panels , cutting them to fit around the mounting 
block with a 均" gap on each side. Fasten the cover by 
S门apping it over the block 

(continued next page) 
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How to Install Vinyl Siding (continued) 

16 wherem比 m叫e 门otched川 belowa‘, window, position the panel below the window 
and mark the edges of the window, allowing for a ;.:;" 
gap . Place a scrap piece of siding alongside the win
dow and mark the depth of the notch , keeping a x" 
gap. Transfer the measurement to the panel, mark 
the notch. and cut it out. Create tabs on the outside 
face every 6" , using a snap lock punch . Install the 
panel , locking the tabs into the undersill 

18 川t比川川叫S创ωωidω川di仙伽川|旷m吨n咱1旧9 叫 a 叭W川川/川川Ir附‘, p削|阳ace over the window ar门1d mark i忧t. Use a scr旧ap
pρ|旧ece of s创idi川「门19 tωo mark the depth of the cut . Tr旧ansf怡er
the measur罔emen叫1忧t to t怕he f归ul川1 panel and cu川t the open
ing. Fit the cut edge into the J-channel above the 
window, lock the panel i 门 place ， and nail it 
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17 :门m附叫S创归ωt旧ωa刽川阳el怡s be创tw酬 wind川 and 悦
tween windows and corners as you would r阳egu廿-

lar panel怡s . Avoid overlapping panels and creating 
seams in small spaces. The panels need to alig 门 with
panels on the opposite side of the window 

19 ~叫ormers ， measure up from the bottom of 
the J-channel the height of a panel and make a 

mark. Measure across to the opposite J-channel. Use 
this measurement to mark and cut the panel to size 
Cut and install panels for the rest of the dormer the 
same way. 



20 Meas叫he distance betwe川e lock川e
U last fully installed panel and the top of the un

dersil l under the horizontal eaves. Subtract y.", then 
mark and rip a pa门el to fi t. Use a snaplock punch to 
punch tabs on the outside face every 6". Install the 
panel , locki门9 the tabs i 门 to the undersil l 

22 ~川el叫iece ofω|门9 to fit the gable 
peak. Drive a single aluminum or stainless 

steel fin ish nail through the top of the panel to hold it 
in place. This is the only place where you wil l face 
nail the siding 

21 阳e a sc rap 阳向川-channel al叫阳
gable end of the house. Place another scrap 

over the last row of pa门els before the gable starts , 
slide it under the first scrap , and mark the angle 
where they intersect. Transfer this angle to full pan
els . Make a simi lar template for the other side. Cut 
the panels and set the cut edge into the J-channel , 

leaving a y." gap 

23 APMYC川 betwe叫1 windows a门d J-channel , ‘, and between doors and J-channel 
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How to Install Vertical Vinyl Siding 

Call1-800-44TYVEK 
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1 CM问 walls with housew刚see 问es 114 
to 11 5). Snap a level chalk line around the base ot 

each wall where the siding wi ll start. Install corner 
posts , tollowing step 3 on page 118. Install J-channel 
around doors and windows , tollowing steps 5 to 6 on 
page 11 9. Note: Under windows , use J-channel 
rather tha门 undersil l

~ 

Variation: It the exterior sheathing is 门 't plywood or a 
wood substrate that can hold 门 ails ， install 1 x 3 tur 
ring strips every 12" to 16" horizontally 0门 the wal ls 
and around doors and windows. Nail them to studs 
When installing siding , drive nails into the turring 
strlps 
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2 D「i|| 川eep holes i川channel every 24". Align the 
bottom edge ot th is J -cha门 n el ， which serves as 

starter st门 p ， with the chalk line. Drive nails in the ce门ter
ot the slots every 8" to 12". Install inverted J-channel 
(without weep holes) alo门9 the eaves and gables the 
same way. Overlap channels :y.", tollowing step 7 on 
page 119. Keep channels 1." trom corner posts 

TIP: When two courses are needed to span the 
height of a wall, you can use band boards or an
o/her type of /rim to add a decorative element 

Drip cap 

3 |fa时e panel won't s阳 the h叩t们 wall ，
install J-channel where the tirst course will end , 

keeping a y." gap between the top ot the siding and 
the channel (there should also be a %" gap at the bot
tom ot the panel). Fasten drip cap over the J-chan
nel . Drill weep holes in J-channel and nail in place 
over the drip cap 
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5 cut川el叫9阳1门叫po川he叫9 fl叫eo门时|时
panel. Create tabs y." from the edge , every 6", using a snaplock 

pu门ch . Snap the panel into the sill in the corner post. Keep a y." gap at 
the top and a %" gap at the bottom of the panel . Use a level to make sure 
the panel is plumb. Nail it at the top of the uppermost slot , then every 12" 
in the center of the slots 

TIP : Vertical pan
els expand 
mostly down
ward. When in-
stalling, keep a 
larger gap at the 
bottom than top. 

6 阳e the second panel over the first , 10叫9 th 
toge创ther. Nail ever叩Y 12". Ins创ta刽|川1 r旧ema副In川n川In门9 panel怡s the 

same way. Cut panel怡s to f阳|忧t around door罔sa门d windows 
with a y." gap, following steps 17 to 19 on page 122 
Where needed , i 门 stall furr ing strips over J-channels to 
hold panels snug in place. At the opposite corner , in-
stall a furring strip and undersill in the corner post. Rip 
the last panel to fi t, create tabs , and slide in place. 

7 ~叫a阳， mark a l i 门es叫ht down from 阳
peak. Install flashing over the line. Install two J-

chan门els ， back to back, over the f国shing. Cut the an
gle for the top of the panel , following step 21 on page 
123. Cut the pa门el to size , keep ing a y." gap at both 
ends , and install in the ce门te r channel. Install remain
ing panels , then do the same for the other side of the 
J-channel 
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How to Install Vinyl Shakes 

Re 

1 mws阳 1 to 7 on 问es 118 to 11 9 to 阶
pare the walls , i 门 stall starter strip and corner posts , 

trim the doors and windows. and faste门 J -channel
along the gable end of the house. Instal l J-channel 

2 cutastmghtunea|叫 H盯叫ang叫ight)
edge of the first panel , using a circular saw with a 

carbide斗ipped blade. 00 not reverse the blade. If the 
panel has a manufacturer's mark for the cut , fol low 
the mark. Lock the bottom of the panel over the starter 
strip and slide it into the corner post , keeping a 旷 gap
between the panel and post 

under the horizontal eaves , and use channel rather 
than undersill under wi 门dows.

---.., 
TIP: Vinyl shake panels must be acclimated to the outside temperature for at least an hour before insta/lation 
Panel spacing is determined by the temperature. Follow manufacturer's directions, and check the tempera
ture at the beginning of each new course to see if adjustments are needed. 

一一

3 F O 川 the e阳X旭act们川…t川川川n阳旧a创i l in咱g 臼
quence prescr川ibed by the 

man孔ìuf怡actu川Jre凹r. Foαr this s创idi川ng ， i比t 
starts with the na刽i川Is创lot a创t the tωop 
right , then the top left , then the left 
side flange , followed by the center 
of the pa门e l. Nails are then drive门
every 8" 
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---. 

4 F|tthe 时阳川o pOSIω门
over the starter strip . 丁he nail 

ing hem and bottom half of the 
pa门el fit over the first panel; the 
top shakes fit under the first panel. 
Overlap the panels fol lowing tem
perature gu idelines. Nail in place , 
using the nailing sequence. 

5 :门stall remaining 阳els in the 
row. For the last panel , mea

sure from the correct temperature 
li 门 e on the last installed panel to 
the corner post , and subtract y.". 
Cut the panel to size along the left 
side a 门d install 



~ d , 

6 M e a臼削Sωu叫mt 叫t a川a刽邮|
panel of the f们irst course to the corner post , and 

subtract 1.". Cut a panel to this size , removing the 门on
f旧nged edge. Place the pa门el over the first row , snap
ping the lock together and pulling up so the panel is 
tight. Align the left side flange with the left alignment 
line of the underlying panel , and nail in place. 

8 ~川叫s to fit aro川 windows ， following 归ps
17 to 19 on page 122. Make a nail slot every 8" 

along the cut edge of the panels , using a nail slot 
punch . Set the panel i 门 p l ace . Drive nails through the 
slots at an angle. The J-cha门 nel should hide the nail 
heads 

7 ~川e third course , meas叫rom the right align-
ment line of the second panel i 门 the second row 

to the corner post , and subtract 1.". Cut a panel to this 
size, removing the right edge . Install the panel , align
ing the left side flange with the right alignment line 
Install remaining rows , following step 6 for even rows 
and step 7 for odd rows . Cut panels to fit the oppo-
site corner and abut doors , leaving a 1." gap 

...----

9 MeaS叫时叩t忖巾fo川O
der the eaves , keeping a X" gap for movement 

Rip the panels to size. Create nail slots every 8" along 
the cut edge. 1 门 stall the panels , and nail through the 
slots 
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